
                 
                            

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Flexible Learning Day Starts December 4 
Tuesday, December 1 

Hello Kenny Community! 
  

As many of you know, Governor Walz has recently passed Executive Order 20-94 
incorporating a Flexible Learning Day each week into all classroom schedules throughout 
the State of Minnesota.  Aligned with those expectations and those of MPS, we have 
decided at Kenny to incorporate that Flexible Learning Day every Friday with the first day 
on December 4.   However, families can prepare for a live morning meeting where 
attendance will be taken.  After that the morning will look different across the grades.  It will 
depend on the supports the teacher feels will benefit the class.  It could be whole group, 
small group or even individual lessons.  Children will also complete specialist activities 
during their regular times.   Specific details surrounding schedules will be communicated 
from your teachers. 
 

Afternoons will primarily be independent work.  The support staff will continue to be 
available that day at their normally scheduled time.  Activities could include Dreambox, 
Lexia 5, independent reading, or assignment catch up.  There might be some exceptions 
for individual children in the afternoon, but if that is the case you will be notified in 
advance. 
  

The Flexible Learning Day or Asynchronous Learning Day gives both teachers and 
supporting staff a greater opportunity to prepare and implement differentiated instruction 
directly targeted to students who need additional support.  In addition, Kenny teachers and 
support staff are also provided with much needed additional collaboration and 
communication time with building leadership, grade level colleagues, and families. 
  

In this time of continual change and transition, continual modifications and adjustments will 
take place in a very short time frame with the primary focus of supporting the safety of our 
students and families.  Author Kelly A. Morgan once said, “Changes are inevitable and not 
always controllable.  What can be controlled is how you manage, react to and work 
through the process.”  Know that we are always here to support our students and families. 
  

To summarize, students will receive guidance on their morning activities. They should 
attend their morning meeting and specialist at their regular times.  The specialist rotation 
will not be affected.  Afternoons will be all independent work. 
 

We enjoy partnering with you in your child’s education.  Thank you for all you do to make 
Kenny the amazing community school it is. 
 
Bill Gibbs, Principal 
Kenny Community School 

Bill Gibbs, Principal   
5720 Emerson Ave S   
Minneapolis, MN 55419 
Phone: 612-668-3340  
Fax: 612-668-3350 
Website: kenny.mpls.k12.mn.us 
 
 


